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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the linear transformations on matrices that preserve the imman- 
ants, i.e., d,(T( X)) = d,(X) for all X, w h ere x is an irreducible character of degree 
greater than one on S,. We present a necessary and sufficient condition for T to be 
invertible if it preserves the generalized matrix function d,, and prove that the 
preservers of immanants are always nonsingular. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, be the symmetric group of degree n. Let F be an arbitrary field, 
and c a function, not identically zero, from S, into F. If X = [xij] is an 
n x n matrix over F, the generalized Schur function d,(X) is defined by 
Let c coincide with a character x of a subgroup H of S, and be zero in 
S, \ H. We denote d,(X) by d,H( X) and say that it is the generalized matrix 
function associated with H and x. 
*This work was carried out within the activities of the Centro de Algebra da Universidade de 
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The characterization of linear operators on matrix spaces that preserve 
certain functions has been studied since 1897, when Frobenius 131 gave the 
form of linear transformations on n X n complex matrices that hold the 
determinant fured, i.e. all those linear transformations T such that 
det T(X) = det X 
for all X. This result was re-proved later on by Henryk Mint [7] using 
elementary matrix methods. 
In 1960 Marvin Marcus and F. C. May [5] characterized those linear 
transformations on matrices which leave the permanent unalterated, i.e. 
perT(X) = perX 
for all X. Peter Botta [2] proved the same result in a somewhat more 
direct way. 
In [8] G. N. de Oliveira presents the following problem: Let 4”(F) be 
the linear space of n-square matrices with elements in F. Find all the linear 
operators T : Jn(F> -+Mn(F) that preserve a certain Schur function, i.e., 
such that 
d,H(T( A)) = q A) for every A EJ~( F). 
He gave some examples of preservers of Schur functions. 
Here we study the preservers of those generalized matrix functions for 
which H = S, and X is an irreducible character. In this case, df, which we 
abbreviate to d,, is called an immanant. Obviously det and per are special 
cases of immanants, and as in both cases the problem is already studied, we 
shall consider x as an irreducible nonlinear character. So we shall study 
which linear transformations on matrices preserve the immanants, i.e. 
d,yE,(W)) =d,(x) (1.1) 
for all X, and x an irreducible character of degree greater than one on S,. 
One preliminary question in such studies is whether T must necessarily 
be invertible. Using a result of William C. Waterhouse [lo], we state a 
necessary and sufficient condition for T to be invertible, if it preserves d,, 
and prove that the immanant preservers are always nonsingular. 
The irreducible characters on S, are in bijective correspondence with the 
ordered partitions of n. We define a partition cr of n as LY = (a,, . . . , a,) 
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where the q’s are integers, (pi > *** >/ (Y, > 1, and (hi + *** +a, = 72. The 
q’s are called the parts of cr; the number of parts is the length of (Y, 
denoted L(a). Each partition is related to a Young diagram, which consists 
of L(a) left justified rows of boxes. The number of boxes in the ith row 
is cq. 
The immanants which correspond to partitions of the form (k, 1, . . . , 1) 
are called single-hook immanants. Denote the corresponding character by xk 
and the corresponding immanant by d,. For example, if we let f&cr ) denote 
the number of fixed points of o E S,, then 
x&J) = 1, the principal character, 
xl(a) = E(c+)> the alternating character. 
The immanants d, and d, are therefore the familiar permanent and deter- 
minant functions. For x,_ ,(cr >, . . . , x3((+) no simple expression is known. 
In Section 2 we introduce some notation and mention some results that 
will be used later. In Section 3 we state our main results, and in Section 4 we 
give the proofs. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For any n X n matrix X 6&(F), X[i,, . . . , irljl,. . . ,j,.] will denote the 
submatrix of X formed by retention of rows i,, . . . , i, and columns j,, . . . , j,. 
We let E, be the n X n matrix with 1 in position (i, j) and 0 elsewhere. 
If o E S,, we denote by P(a) the permutation matrix (n X n) whose 
(i, j) entry is 
P( ‘+)ij = 6im(j)> i,j E {l,...) n}. 
The a-diagonal of the matrix X is the set {xiVciJ : i = 1,. . . , n}. 
If C EAT,,(F) and X EMU, we define the Hadamard product of C 
and X to be the matrix Y = C * X EAT given by yij = cijxij (i,j = 
1 ) . . . , n>. 
Using the definition of the radical of a function given in [lo], we shall say 
that a matrix Y E&~(F) is in the radical of d, if d,(aY + X) = d,(X) for 
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all a E F and X E_-&(F). The radical R of d, is obviously a subspace of 
An(F), and Proposition 1 and a consequence of Proposition 2 of [lo] can be 
easily reformulated as: 
PROPOSITION 1. The radical of d, is zero if and only if all the linear 
maps T : x&(F) +J&(F) satisfying d,(T(X)) = d,(X) for all X in &,(F) 
are invertible. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf the linear transformation T : A”,(F) + A*(F) 
preserves d,, then T(R) c R. 
We may choose a complement V, of R so that A&~(F) = V, CB R, and if 
we choose a basis of M,(F) adapted to this decomposition, by Proposition 2 
the linear transformations T preserving d, have matrices of size n2 X n2 of 
the form 
(2-l) 
3. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let N be the set of pairs (i,j>, where i,j E (1,. . . , n}, such that for 
every u E S,, if o(i) =j then c(o) = 0. In other words, N is just the set of 
pairs (i, j) such that d,(X) does not depend on rij. 
Let H be the subspace generated by those matrices Eij such that 
(i,j> E N, andJ= (0) if N = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a linear transformation of _&(F) into itself, 
and suppose d,(T(X)) = d,(X) f or all X C&~(F). Then N = 0 if all the 
transformations T are nonsingular. Zf N # 0, then T is nonsingular iff the 
restriction of T toJf is nonsingular. 
If H = S, and x is an irreducible character of S,, then N = 0. So we 
have 
COROLLARY. Zf T is an immunant preserver, then T is nonsingular. 
Now we shall characterize those linear transformations on matrices which 
leave an immanant unalterated. We shall separate the cases n = 3 and 
n > 4. From now on the underlying field is @, the complex numbers. 
THEOREM 2. Let n > 4. A linear transformation T of dn(@) into itself 
preserves the immanant corresponding to the character x of degree greater 
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than one iff either 
(i) T(X) = C * P(rr)xP(~~) or 
(ii) T(X) = C * P(7,)XTP(7,) and 
n 
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X(q)z~ci7r(i) = X(T2T71) for all 77 E S,. 
Let us remark that if n = 3, we have only to study which T preserve the 
second immanant d,, and we have 
d,(X) = 2x,1x,,r,, - x12x23x31 - x13xZ1x32. 
In this case the character is nonzero just in the alternating group A,, and for 
each (i, j) with i, j = 1,2,3, there is just one cr E A, such that u(i) =j. 
Let us recall that a a-diagonal of a matrix X is the set of the elements 
‘im(i), where v is an arbitrary permutation. 
If we define a bijective function f: A, + A,, we have x(f(a>) f 0 for 
all (T E A,. 
THEOREM 3. A linear transformation T of M,(C) into itself preserves the 
second immanant iff 
T(X) = C*Y, 
where Y is a matrix obtained from X by at least one of the following 
operations: 
(1) permutation of the elements in each (T = diagonal of X if (T E A,, 
(2) permutation of the u-diagonals if cr E A,; 
and if we represent (2) by a bijective function ffrom A, onto A,, the entries 
cij of the matrix C satisfy the condition 
4. PROOFS 
To prove Theorem 1, it is enough to remark that the subspace N is just 
the radical R of the function d,, as we show in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. The subspace N is the radical of d,. 
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Proof. First let us prove that J is a subspace of R. If N = 0, then by 
definition H= 0, and thus a subspace of R. If N # 0, for every matrix Eij 
such that (i, j) E N, we see that d,(xE,, + B) = d,(B) for all x E F and 
23 EJ”( F). This implies that Jy is a subspace of the radical R. 
Consider now a matrix A = C,,j aijEij belonging to the radical of d,; by 
definition 
d,( xA + B) = d,(B) for all x E F and B EJ~( F). (4.1) 
For any (i,j> E N there is u E S, such that a(i) =j and c(a) # 0. Let us 
f= (i, j) and choose B defined by 
bic7(i) = O 
b ku(k) = 1 - *%Cr(k) 
b,, = -xapq 
and let us compute d,(xA + B). 
if k#i 
for all the other entries of B , 
We have d,(xA + B) = c((T)u~~x, which 
must be equal to d,(B), by (4.1). As d,(B) is a polynomial in X without 
terms of degree 1, and u was chosen so that c(o) # 0, if the equality (4.1) 
holds, then aij = 0 whenever (i, j) G N. This means that R is a subspace of 
Jtr. n 
COROLLARY. The radical of d, is the zero subspace iff N = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that N # 0. As Jf= R, if we rearrange 
the basis {E,,, . . . , El,, E,,, . . . , E,,} so that the last vectors Ei belong to R, 
then by Proposition 2 the matrix of T has the form (2.1). I! S is a linear 
transformation with matrix 
( * unspecified), we have d,(T(X)) = d,(S( Xl>, because neither of these 
values depends on the entries in the positions (i, j) whith (i, j) @ N. So if we 
define a linear transformation i? with matrix 
T 0 11 
[ 1 0 T?L! ’ 
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we have d,(?( X)) = d,(T( X)) an consequently d,(*(X)) = d,(X) for all d 
X. If we s:ppose that det T,, = 0, then there is a nonzero vector X0 E Vi 
such that T(X,) = 0, and we have 
d,(uX, + Y) = d,(i;(aXo + Y)) 
= d,(af(X,) + i'(Y)) 
= d@(Y)) = d,(Y) 
for all a E F, Y E.&,(F), and this means that X, E R, a contradiction. 
Consequently T is nonsingular iff det T, # 0, that is, the restriction of 2’ 
to _N is an isomorphism. W 
The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 have been split into some steps. 
The first step consists of characterizing the subset of .,&(a=> that general- 
izes the one defined in [6]: 
s?= {A:degd,(xA + B) < 1 for every B E M,(C)}, 
where deg p(x) denotes the degree of the polynomial p(x). If A belongs 
to &, and T is an immanant preserver (therefore nonsingular), we have 
deg d,(xT(A) + T(B)) < 1, where T(B) can be any matrix in Ma(C). Thus 
T(A) ~a’. 
The second step consists in characterizing the image T(A) of some 
particular matrices A belonging to &. Let us consider i # k; in what follows 
we will denote by u and T two permutations of S, related by r = a(i k) 
[(i k) denotes the transposition that interchanges i and k]. So if j = a(i) and 
h = u(k) we can write 
a(i) =j, T(i) = h, 
a(k) = h, T(k) =j, (4.2) 
U(P) = T(P) for all p +i,k. 
LEMMA 1. L&A~~andi+k.ThenforeveyainS,andr=c+(ik) 
we have 
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Proof. In the definition of A? take as B the matrix defined by 
B = c Et,(t), 
t#i,k 
and notice that the coefficient of x2 in d,(xA + B) is ~(c+)a~~(~)a~,(~) + 
X(‘)‘iT(i)‘kr(k)’ n 
To prove Theorem 3 we need some technical lemmas and consider 
several remarks. 
In what follows, s and t are integers satisfying 1 < s < t < n. If (Y E S,, 
let ff = 01cz2 **a (Y, be its disjoint cyclic decomposition. Let p, be the length 
of the cycle (Y,. Consequently p, z 1 and C, p, = n. We will identify the 
conjugacy class of each permutation cr with the partition ( pi, p2, . . . , p,). 
We represent by ( pl, 1’) the same class of permutations as (p,, 1,. . . , l), 
where the 1 appears r = n - p, times. If r = 0, then it is the same as the 
class (n). 
Let D be the Young diagram representing the character [ mi, m2, . . . , m,,]. 
The integers m, > m2 > ... > mt, (> 1) denote the number of boxes in 
each row, and the integers t, > t, > *a- >, t,, (>, 1) denote the number of 
boxes in each column of the diagram D. Note that (t,, t,, . . . , tm,> is the 
conjugated partition of the partition (m,, m2,. . . , mt,). In what follows we 
use the Mumaghan-Nakayama rule to calculate the values of the character. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be an irreducible character of S, of degree greater 
than one (n > 3) associated with the partition (ml, m2,. . . , m,,). Let 
(t,, t,, * * *, t,J be the conjugated partition, and let q1 = max(m, - 1, t, - 1) 
and q2 = min(m, - 1, t, - 1). Then: 
(1) The value of x is not zero in the following conjugacy classes: 
(i) (9i + 92 + 1, ln-(ql+qz+l)) 
(ii) (m, + t, - 1, m2 + t, - 3 ln-(m1+t1+mp+tn-4)) 
(iii) (91 + 1, n - (9i + 1)) if m, + t, = 12, 
(iv) (9i, 92, 1) ifm, + t, = n + 1. 
(2) The value of x is zero in the following conjugacy classes: 
(i) Conjugacy classes that contain a cycle of length larger than m, + 
t, - 1, 
(ii) (9i + 1,9J zfm, + t, = n + 1, 
(iii) (9i + 92, 1) ifm, + t, = n + 1. 
Proof. Let us begin with the following remark: If D is the Young 
diagram associated with [ml, m2, . . . , m,,], and [tl, t,, . . . , tm,] is the conju- 
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gated diagram, then D has m, + t, - I boundary boxes, because in each 
row j there are mj - mj+ 1 + 1 boundary boxes, except the last, which has 
m,,. If we have in a diagram that m, + t, - 1 < n, and we omit all the 
boundary boxes, the diagram so obtained has m2 + t, - 3 boundary boxes. 
If 91 = max(m, - 1, t, - 1) and 92 = min(m, - 1, t, - l), then 9, + 
9a + 1 = m, + t, - 1, just the number of the boundary boxes. 
(1): In classes (l)(i) and (l)(C), if D h as not a single-hook structure, after 
removing all boundary parts with lengths greater than 1, there remains 
a frame which one must reduce by cutting out single boxes only. The 
number of ways in which this can be done is just equal to the degree 
of the representation corresponding with the obtained diagram, which 
we denote by 9. So certainly 9 # 0. So if r belongs to class (l)(i), 
then X(V) = 9(- l>tl-l z 0, since there is only one way of omitting the 
9i + 92 + 1 boundary boxes. And if r belongs to (lxii), then X(V) = 
9(-I)(t~~‘)+(‘~-2) + 0. If D h as a single-hook structure, both classes are 
the same, just the class (n), and obviously, if n belongs to this class, 
X(7r) = (-l)+‘. 
In class (l)(iii), we have m, + t, = n, that is, the diagram D has just one 
box not in the boundary; then 9i + 1 is just the maximum number of boxes 
we can omit, if we do not want to omit all the boundary boxes. If 9i > 92. 
there is a unique way of omitting 9i + 1 boundary boxes, and consequently, 
if rr belongs to class (l)(iii), then x(rr> = (- l)*lP2 # 0 or X(T) = (- 1)‘1 
+ 0. If 9i = 92, there are two ways in which the diagram D can be reduced 
to zero, but the number of the vertical steps in one way is t,, and in the other 
is t, - 2, and thus these numbers are both even or both odd, and so if 
r E (9i + 1, n - (91 + I)) then x(n) = 2 or x(rr> = -2. 
In class (l)(iv), as m, + t, - 1 = n (that is, the diagram D has a hook 
structure), if 49,, 92, 1) and 9i > 92 then x(rr> = (- l)‘lP2 # 0, and if 
9i = 92 then x(r) = 2( - l)tl-2 # 0. 
(2): It is obvious that x must be equal to zero in those classes, because in 
any case there are no regular boundary parts with the required lengths. n 
The following remarks are consequences of Lemma 2 and will be used 
later. 
REMARK 1. Let i # k, both belonging to {l, . . . , n}, and n > 3. There 
are permutations u and r satisfying 
u(i) = i, o(k) #k, r= a(ik) and x(a) f0, x(r) =O. 
Since a(i) = i, u must contain at least a cycle with length one, and r a cycle 
with length at least three. If m, + t, = n + 1, there are c and r belonging 
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respectively to the classes (qi, q2, 1) and (ql + 1, q2). If ml + t, < n + 1, 
we can choose (+ in the class (ql + q2 + 1,1”-(41+9~+~)) and r in the class 
(ql + q2 + 2, ln-(91+9~+2’). 
REMARK 2. Let i # k, both belonging to (1, . . . , n), and n 2 3. There 
are permutations u and r satisfying 
a(i) = i, a(k) + k, r= a(ik) and x(r) # 0. 
We can choose r in the class (ml + t, - 1, m2 + t, - 3, 
ln-(m~‘t~-1’m~‘t~-3)), because m, + t, - 1 > 3, and x(r) # 0 by Lemma 
2. Note that if ml + t, = n + 1 this class is just (n). 
REMARK 3. Let n > 4, and i, j, k, h be pairwise distinct. Assume x f 
~a, x, _ 1. There are permutations u and r satisfying 
a(i) =j, a(k) = h, r= o(ik) and x(a) ~0, x(r) =O. 
Firstly notice that we can choose u with at least two distinct cycles (one 
containing i and j, the other containing k and h), and r with one cycle of 
length at least four (containing i, j, k, h). If the diagram D has two or more 
boxes not in the boundary (n > 5), that is, m2 + t, - 3 z 2, then we can 
choose cr in the class (m, + t, - 1, m2 + t, - 3, l’), where r = n - Cm, + 
t, - 1 + m2 + t, - 3), and r in the class (m, + t, - 1 + m2 + t, - 3, l’), 
because ml + t, - 1 > m2 + t, - 3 > 2 and m, + t, - 1 + m2 + t, - 
3 2 4, and x never vanishes in the first class and is equal to zero in the 
second. 
If the diagram D has only one box not in the boundary (n > 4), i.e., 
m2 + t, - 3 = 1, then as q1 + 1 > n - (ql + 1) > 2, we can choose u in 
the class (ql + 1, 11. - (ql + 1)) and r in the class (n), and they satisfy the 
required conditions. 
If the diagram D has a hook structure, then m, + t, = 2. As by assump- 
tion the elements i, j, k, h are pairwise distinct and x f xZ and x Z x,_ i, 
then n > 4, and we can have u in the class (ql, q2, 1) and T in the class 
(ql + q2, 1) or the contrary, because q1 > q2 > 2 and q1 + q2 > 4. As we 
saw in Lemma 2, x never vanishes in the first class and is zero in the second. 
REMARK 4. Let n > 4, and i, j, k, h be pairwise distinct. Let x be 
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either xZ or x, _ i. There are permutations (+ and r satisfying 
a(i) =j, c+(k) = h, and r= c+(ik) 
and 
x(o) = x(r) + 0 incase x = x,-r 
or 
x(a) = -x(r) # 0 incase x= xZ. 
In order to achieve x(a) z 0, it is sufficient to define o so that the number 
of fured points will be different from 1. This is always possible. 
In analogy with [21, 1 e us characterize the matrices of SC Let RCi) (R’“)) t 
be the subspace of An(C) consisting of all matrices that have nonzero entries 
only in row i (column i). 
LEMMA 3. Let n > 3. A matrix A belongs to M if and only if it is in one 
of the following caves: 
(9 A belongs to RCi) (II’“‘) for some i. 
(ii) The nonzero elements are in the submatrix A[ i, hli, h], and x(u) 
aiiahh + x(T)aihahi = 0 for every u and r satisfying a(i) = i, r(h) = h, 
and Q- = o(ih). 
(iii) x = xZ, 
{ j 
and there are complementary sets of indices {i,, . . . , i,}, 
l>“‘> j,], such that the nonzero elements are in A[i,, . . . , i,J j,, . . . , j,] and 
the rank of the matrix is one. 
(iv) x = x~_~, the nonzero elements are in a 2 X 2 submatrix A[u, vlr, s], 
and the permanent of this submatrix is zero. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let A E&. We have to consider several cases and 
subcases, which we list: 
(1) The matrix has a nonzero element in the principal diagonal, a+, say. 
(1.1) The elements on row i, are zero except aioi,. 
(1.2) Besides ajoi, there is another nonzero element on row i,. 
(2) All the principal elements are zero, and there is a nonzero nonprinci- 
pal element, aioh, say. 
(2.1) X # X2> xn-1. 
(2.1.1) ahoi, # 0. 
(2.1.2) ah,{, = 0. 
(2.2) x = /Yz. 
(2.3) x = x”-~. 
We examine all the cases now. 
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(1): Let k, h, i, be pair-wise distinct. There are permutations cr and r 
such that a(i,) = i,, u(k) = h, T = c(iok), and x(c+> z 0 and x(r) = 0 
(Remark 1). By Lemma 1 we have that 
Since a+, # 0, it follows that akh = 0 for all k, h E 11,. . . , n}, where 
k, h, i, are pairwise distinct. 
(1.1): Take s # i,. If (T is the identity and T the transposition (i. s), then 
from Lemma 1 we obtain 
Since a+ = 0, we have ass = 0 for all s # i,. It follows that A E Rcio). 
(1.2): Let u+ f 0, where h # i,. Using once more Lemma 1 and 
Remark 2, we can choose permutations g and r in S, such that a(b) = i,, 
a(k) = h, 7 = a(i, k), and x(r) f 0. Since uioh # 0 and akh = 0, we must 
have uki = 0 for all k # i,, h. 
ChooOse s # i,, h. Take g = id, r = (i,s); by Lemma 1 we have once 
more (4.3). Since a,,” = 0 for all s # i,, h, then ass = 0 for all s f i,, h. 
Besides uEllio and a+ there may be more nonzero elements on row i,. 
Assume uiOt # 0, t f i,, h. We have seen that a+ # 0 implies 
(i) column i, equal to zero, except aioio and ahi,, and 
(ii) principal elements equal to zero, except uioio and uhh. 
In the same way, u,,~ # 0 (t # i,, h) implies that column i, is equal to zero 
except a+“, a,, . So uhj, = 0. It also implies that all principal elements are 
equal to zero e&ept uioio, a,,. so Uhh = 0. Thus we conclude that A E RciO). 
If however the only nonzero elements on row i, are uiOiO and a+, it is clear 
that all the elements of the matrix are zero except those in the submatrix 
A[i, h/i, h]. By Lemma 1, if u fixes i, and h and T = a(i, h), then 
X( g)ui,i,uhh + XC71ui,,huhi, = O* 
(2): Take k # i,, h,. By Remark 2, there are 1+ and T such that 
a&)) = i,, u(k) = h,, 7 = a(i, k), and x(r) # 0. By Lemma 1 
It follows that uki, = 0 for all k f i,, h,. 
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Now choose j # i,, h,. By Remark 2 there are (T and r such that 
a(h,) = ha, u(io) =j, T = cr(i, h,), and X(T) Z 0. By Lemma 1 
This implies ahoj = 0 for all j Z i,,, h,. 
(2.1): Let k,j, i,, h, be pair-wise distinct. By Remark 3 there are g and r 
such that cr(i,) = ha, g(k) = j, T = a(i, k), and X((T) + 0 and x(r) = 0. 
By Lemma 1 
this implies ukj = 0 for all k, j, i, , h, pair-wise distinct. 
(2.1.1): Assume now that uhoi, # 0. We saw that uioh, # 0, implies 
(i) column i, equal to zero, except a~+,; 
(ii) row h0 equal to zero, except ah,&,. 
Likewise uhni, # 0 implies 
(i) column h,, equal to zero, except a”&,; 
(ii) row i. equal to zero, except ai h . 0 0 
We conclude that all elements are zero except uiQh, and ah,i,. They have by 
Lemma 1 to satisfy 
for every u containing the transposition (i o h,) in its cyclic decomposition. 
(2.1.2): Assume now that Us+, = 0. Choose k, h, i,, h, painvise distinct. 
By Remark 3, we can choose u and r such that a(i,) = ho, a(k) = 11, 
T = a(i, k), and x(o) = 0 and x(r) # 0. By Lemma I 
It follows that 
%,,h”kh, = 0 (4.4) 
for all k, i,, h,, h pairwise distinct. 
Assume that for a certain h, # ha, we have that ai&, Z 0. Then (4.4) 
implies that akh, = 0 for all k # i,, h,, h,. So on column ha, except for a&, 
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and ah+,, all elements are zero. In fact ah,* must be zero. Assume it is not. 
By Remark 2, we can choose u and r sue K that a(i,> = ha, a(h,) = hi, 
T = a(i,h,), and X(T) # 0. By Lemma 1 
X( u)aiohouh,h, + X(T)uioh,uh,ho = O* 
This implies uhlh, = 0. Clearly A E Rcij. 
Only one case remains: for h # ha, uioh is zero. But clearly A E Rcho). 
(2.2): Consider four indices i # k, j z h (arbitrary). Choose u and r 
such that a(i) =j, a(k) = h, T = c+(i k). By Lemma I we have that 
XC")'ijukh + X(T)ui*u,j = 0. 
Ifi=jori=jandk=h, we have, as the principal elements are zero, that 
or 
X(T)UihUhi = 0. 
Since X(T) = ,ya(r) = e(r)[fK(r) - I], we can choose r so that ~(7) z 0. 
Thus 
aihuki = 0 
or 
aihahi = 0. 
This shows that all the 2 x 2 submatrices which include principal elements 
have determinant equal to zero. 
Now consider the indices i, k, j, h pairwise distinct. There are u and r 
such that a(i) = j, a(k) = h, T = dik), and x(a) = -X(T) + 0, by 
Remark 4. We have then by Lemma 1 that 
X(a)aijakh + X(+$@kj = 0, 
or 
uijukh - aihakj = 0. 
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Conclusion: all the 2 X 2 submatrices have determinant equal to zero. So A 
is of rank 1. Therefore there are xi, yj E C such that 
A = [xiyj]. 
Since all the principal elements are zero, there are complementary subsets of 
0,. * * > n}, R and s1’, such that 
xi = 0 if iEn, 
yj = 0 if jEn’. 
Thus the rows i for i E fi and columns j for j E 0’ are zero. We can 
conclude that there are complementary sets {il, . . . , ip}, and {j,, . . . , j,] such 
that the nonzero elements of A are in the submatrix 
A[i l,“‘, i,lj,,...,j,1. 
We have already shown that the matrix has rank 1. 
(2.3): As in the preceding case, all the products 
‘ih’ki and a&ah{ 
are zero. This shows that all 2 X 2 submatrices which include principal 
elements have permanent equal to zero. 
Now consider the painvise distinct indices i, k, j, h. There are w and 
r such that o(i) = j, c+(k) = h, T = c+(i k), and X((T) = x(r) f 0, by 
Remark 4. We have then, by Lemma 1, that 
X(a)aijakh + X(T)aihakj = O, 
or 
aijakh + aihakj = 0. 
Conclusion: all the 2 x 2 submatrices have permanent equal to zero. By 
Lemma 3 in [2], either A E Rcio,, R(ho) for some h,, or there exist indices 
u < r, 0 < s such that per A[u, r.Io, s] = 0 and all the other entries in A are 
zero. 
Conversely, it is obvious that if A has one of the forms (i), (ii), (iii), or 
(iv), then A E&. n 
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In [4] four general types of linear preservers are described. One of them, 
presented as Problem I, is concerned with the study of linear operators 
preserving certain functions, and another, called Problem II, is concerned 
with those linear operators preserving certain subsets. Very often these two 
problems can be related, as is the case here. 
If T preserves d,, then T is nonsingular and T(d) cd. So we can 
regard the second step of the proof of Theorem 3 as a lemma on a problem 
of type II. 
LEMMA 4. Let T be nonsingular and satisfy T(d) GJ& Then either 
(i) There are rrl and ITS in S, such that 
T( R,,,) = I$“‘(“)) and T( RCk)) = R (r&k)) 
fori,k= I,..., n, or 
(ii) There are vl, rr2 in S, such that 
TtRCQ) = R(T,(i)) and T( R(k)) = R(rdk)) 
for i, k = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof. This lemma generalizes a result in [2], and the argument is 
similar to that of Botta. 
Let zi, . . . , 2, be indeterminates over C, and consider the matrix over 
U-2 i”“, .&I 
Z = 5 ztEj,. 
t=1 
Of course T(Z) will also be a matrix over C[z,, . . . , z,], and its (i, j) entry 
will be a linear form Lij(z,, . . . , zn). 
We will write Z(O) to mean a matrix over @ obtained by assigning certain 
complex values to the indeterminates. Denote by (L) the system of linear 
equations obtained by equating to zero all the nonzero linear forms appearing 
in T(Z). The system (L) cannot have a nonzero solution, as otherwise it 
would be possible to have T(Z(“) = 0 with Z(O) # 0. But T is a nonsingular 
linear operator. 
T(Z) will have one of the forms (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) of Lemma 3. If not, it 
would be possible to assign complex values to the indeterminates to obtain 
matrices Z(O) and T(Z(‘)) violating Lemma 3. 
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We show that T(Z) must have form (i). Assume it has not, i.e., T(Z) has 
one of the forms (ii), (iii), or (iv). We have to examine the following cases and 
subcases. 
(I) x + x2 
(1.1) n > 4 
(1.2) n = 4 
(1.2.1) x is th e c h aracter determined by the partition (2,2). 
(1.2.2) x is th e c h aracter determined by the partition (3,l). 
(2) X = X2. 
Case (1): T(Z) will be either of from (ii) or (iv). 
Subcase (1.1): The total number of equations in (L) is at most 4, i.e., it is 
smaller than the number of indeterminates. The system (L) would have a 
nonzero solution, a contradiction. 
Subcase (1.2): Firstly we examine (1.2.1). T(Z) will have form (ii), and the 
entries of T(Z) satisfy 
for every cr and r = a(i h). Take as (+ the identity permutation, and 7 equal 
to a transposition. For the character we are considering, x(r) = 0. We 
conclude that one of the forms L,,(z,, . . . , z4) or &,(.zi, . . . , z,) is the zero 
form. Again the system (L) would have nonzero solution. Contradiction. 
Now we examine (1.2.2). By Lemma 3 there are only four elements in 
T(Z) that may be different from zero. These elements form a 2 X 2 matrix 
with permanent equal to zero. By the unique factorization theorem for 
a=[2 i,“” z,] we conclude that in the system (L) there are no more than two 
independent equations. So it will have a nonzero solution. Contradiction. 
Finally let us look at case (2). The matrix T(Z) has form (iii) and has rank 
I. It is easy to see that because of this, the total number of independent 
equations in (L) is smaller than 72. So it will have a nonzero solution. 
Contradiction. 
So far we have proved that if A E Rcij, then T(A) belongs to some Rcj, 
or to some Rck’. Assume T(A) E 
in the same way). Let B E R(,,, 
Rcj, (the other alternative would be treated 
R(,,, and not to some Rck); 
h + i. Then T(B) must belong to some 
otherwise T would not be onto. Moreover, k 
must 
be different from j, for the same reason. Also, T(Rci,) cannot be properly 
contained in R,j,, so T(R(,,) = R, .). If A E Rcij and T(A) E Rckj for some 
k, if we choose B in R(j), then T (’ B) must belong to some Rch) (and not to 
some R(,,) because T is one to one. The proof is complete. n 
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Proof of Theorem 2. The matrix Eij belongs to Rcij and to R(i). Assume 
alternative (i) of Lemma 4 holds. For notational reasons we prefer to write 
Tl -’ instead of 7~~. Then 
T(Eij) E R”i1(i) n Rz,cjj, 
and so there are complex numbers cij such that 
Let X be an arbitrary matrix. Then X = Cj, j aijEii. We have 
or 
T( ‘> = CaijCr,(j)a;‘(i) T~(J)T~~(~)~ E .-. 
i,j 
T(X) = C * P(T,)X~P(V,), (4.5) 
where C = [cij]. Setting X = P(r), we obtain 
(4.6) 
for every 77 in S,. 
Conversely, let (4.5) and (4.6) be satisfied. Computing d,(T(X)), we see 
it is equal to d,( X ). If in Lemma 4 we assume that alternative (ii) holds, we 
get alternative (i> of Theorem 2. n 
Finally we will prove Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 5. Let n = 3. Then ti consists precisely of those matrices which 
have at most one nonzero element in each u-diagonal for every u in A,. 
Proof. Notice that A, consists of the identity and two cycles. If x is of 
degree larger than one, ~$4) = f=(4) - 1. So ~(4) is not zero if and only 
if 4 E A,. 
Let A ELZ’. Now choose two distinct indices i and k. We show that one 
of aicrcij, akcckj, for any u in A,, is zero. We have 
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Take r = c+(i, k). If (T is the identity permutation, r is a transposition 
and so x(r) = 0. If (+ is a cycle, then r @ A, (otherwise (i k) would belong 
to A,) and so x(r) = 0. In either case (5.1) gives 
Since X((T) f 0, one of the other factors must be zero. 
Conversely, if for every u in A, the a-diagonal has at most one nonzero 
element, then clearly A EM. n 
REMARK. Let us denote by D(n) the set of positions covered by the 
diagonal (1, w(l)), (2,7r(2)), (3,7r(3)), and by 8(m) the set of matrices 
generated by {Eij : (i,j) E D(r)}. 
If A EM, it is obvious that the total number of nonzero entries cannot 
exceed 3, i.e., h(A) < 3. We have also that if A E EC,,, or A E R(‘) for some 
i, or A E a(r) where 7r is a transposition, then A E G’. As Eij E d, then 
Fij = T(Eij) belongs to S’ too, and consequently h(Fij) < 3. 
LEMMA 6. Zfn = 3, T is nonsingular, and T(d) cd, then h(Fij) = 1. 
Proof. Assume that h(FiaiO) = 2 or h(FidO) = 3. Let R, be the set of 
positions where FidO has a nonzero entry. Let ( p, 9) ( p’ q’) E KI,, such that 
(FiaiO)Pq # 0 and (F. > ,alo P,q, # 0, and +,4’ E A, such that 4(p) = 9 and 
4’(p’) = 9’. Denote fi, = D(4) U DC+‘) \ {(p, q),(p’, 9’)). 
As Fiaiu ES’, it has at most one nonzero entry in the +-diagonal and one 
nonzero entry in the +‘-diagonal; because 4, $J’ E A,, we have that Fiti has 
zero entries in a,. 
Now we show that if X belongs to RCiO), R(jo), or D(r), where r is 
a transposition such that rr(i,) =j,, then T(X) has zero elements in the 
positions of a,. Assume there is (pi, 9r) E KI, such that T(X)plq, # 0. 
Then it is a simple exercise to show that we can choose complex numbers a 
and b so that the matrix aFido + bT(X) has two nonzero entries in D(4) or 
in D(c$‘). But this matrix is the image under T of aEjoj, + bX, and so 
belongs to M, a contradiction by Lemma 5. 
Denote by A the set of positions covered by row i,, column j,, and 
the diagonal D(r). Notice that (i,,,j,> is common to row i,, column j,, 
and the diagonal 7r, because T(i,) = j,. It can be easily seen that JAI = 7. 
Then the dimension of the subspace generated by {Eij : (i, j) E A} is 7. 
We know that if (i,j) E A, then (Fjj)p9 = 0 for all (p, 9) E a,. As 
1K12,1 = 4, this means that the dimension of the subspace generated by 
{Fij:i,j E A}. t is a most 5, a contradiction, because T is nonsingular. n 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let I/I be a permutation acting on the Cartesian 
product {1,2,3} X {1,2,3}. By Lemma 6, and bearing in mind that T is 
nonsingular, 
where Jl(i, j> is the image of (i, j) under +. 
Let (+i, Us, us be the three permutations of A,, and let u;, ui, uj E 
S, \ A,. We have x(uii> # 0 for i = 1,2,3 and x(u[> = 0 for i = 1,2,3. 
For any i 
By Lemma 6, T(Cj Ejgacj, ) will have at most three nonzero entries. Since 
T(Cj Ejg,cr,) will have exactly three nonzero entries, and they must lie on a 
diagonal of type (1, uk(l)>, (2, u,(2)>, (3, ~~(3)) for some k. Thus $ induces 
a permutation 3 on A, [&u~) = uk, etc.]. Thus T(Ejcicj,> will be one of 
the three EhqccriX~, (h E {1,2,3)) multiplied by a constant. We denote the 
value of h for which this is equal to T(Ejcicj,> by j,, i or simply by ji (since, 
once 3 has been fixed, it depends on ai and j only). Of course j +ji (i 
fixed) is a permutation of { 1,2,3}. Thus 
Let X be an arbitrary matrix. It can be written 
Therefore 
(4.7) 
T( x, = C C"j~,(j~cj,~(a,~j,~Eji~(~i~ji) = ’ * ‘* 
i j 
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Comparing with (4.71, we see that Y is obtained from X by (1) permut- 
ing the elements in each o+hagonal (effect of j -+ji), (2) permuting the 
a,-diagonals among themselves [effect of a, + $(aj>]. 
Now set X = P(a-‘). We have 
P(a-‘) = lIEjo 
i 
and so 
Since T preserves d,, we can write 
Conversely, it is easy to see that if T is defined as above it preserves the 
second immanant. n 
REMARK. Let X = [ xijl be 3 x 3 and 
The operator T preserves d, ( x is the nonlinear character of S,). However, 
it is not possible to express T(X) in a form similar to that of the case n > 3, 
because each column of the second matrix on the right-hand side of (4.8) 
includes elements from different columns of X. 
NOTE. Professor G. de Oliveira observed that our Theorem 3 can also 
be obtained from a result (Lemma 6) of P. Botta in Linear transformations on 
matrices: The invariance of a class of general matrix functions, Canad. J. 
Math. 19:281-290 (1967). 
The author wishes to thank Professor Graciano de Oliveira for suggesting 
this problem, for his guidance, and for his helpful remarks and suggestions. 
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